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A Personal Timeline



September 1966

- February 1967



Supercooled Droplets

Freezing Level 13,000 ft

Glaciated Tops – Ice Crystal Clouds,

probably over the next range to the 

east.

AFIT Grad Student, Penn State, Sept 1967-Feb 1969.

During Cloud Physics class, the instructor, Dr. Larry G. Davis, told us of a recent 

seeded cloud and control cloud experiment near Flagstaff, AZ, (most probably an 

early part of Project CLOUDWATER, summer of 1965) where seeding of supercooled 

droplets with silver iodide was demonstrated unequivocally to produce enhanced 

cloud growth and enhanced rainfall from the base of the seeded clouds.



February 1969

- June 1969



June 1969 –

February 1970



June 1969 –

February 1970



Geography 



https://www.nationsonline.org/oneworld/map_of_southeast_asia.htm

https://www.nationsonline.org/oneworld/map_of_southeast_asia.htm


https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/French_Indochina

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/French_Indochina


https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Geography_of_Vietnam

Laos Panhandle

Popeye  Ops Area? 1966

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Geography_of_Vietnam


Korat Plateau

Annam Mountains



https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Annamite_Range

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Annamite_Range


https://www.mapsofworld.com/laos/ Pathet Lao stronghold

Xam Nua also Sam Nuea

https://www.mapsofworld.com/laos/


Karst  topography in Laos, Dry Season  



Rice paddies and Karst topography in Laos, wet season.



https://thehochiminhtrail.com/

tales-from-the-ho-chi-minh-trail-the-mu-gia-pass

When I was on Guam with my B-52s in 1966-67 our one

TOP SECRET mission was our strike on the Mu Gia Pass.

To the right, in Laos:

Red Arrows parallel resupply line of communication from Vinh through

Mu Gia Pass into Laos and Route 911 part of  Ho Chi Minh Trail.

The area where many of our missions from the 388th Tac Fighter Wing

were flown when I was with them, Spring 1969:

Ho Chi Minh trail had many segments, but the targets seemingly

that we hit nearly every day were along Route 911 and Route 912.

Ban Laboy or the Ban Laboy Ford, was on our target list frequently.

North Vietnam   

Laos  

https://thehochiminhtrail.com/tales-from-the-ho-chi-minh-trail-the-mu-gia-pass
https://thehochiminhtrail.com/tales-from-the-ho-chi-minh-trail-the-mu-gia-pass


https://www.southernminn.com/image_ee6e86a8-e79c-53fa-9cc6-1031ccfcc671.html

Mu Gia Pass was the main entry point

of supplies and troops headed for

South Vietnam down the Ho Chi

Minh Trail. 

Note all the bomb craters, as the

military worked it over pretty thoroughly.

This image was taken from a plane

flying over Laos, and in the background

is North Vietnam. 

Plainly seen in the bottom right are

CBU canisters on the airplane. 

(photo courtesy of Dick Diller)

Looking North, Laos foreground,

North Vietnam Mid-field,

Gulf of Tonkin, whitish, distance. 

https://www.southernminn.com/image_ee6e86a8-e79c-53fa-9cc6-1031ccfcc671.html


Ban Laboy ford sits astride the Xe Bangfai river and provided a crossing point for people on the Ho Chi Minh trail. 

It was a very small target in a very big jungle, but being open and not protected by a covering of trees,

it made an enticing target for US planners.     http://aircrewremembered.com/sijan-lance.html

http://aircrewremembered.com/sijan-lance.html


https://geographicalimaginations.com/2012/11/12/popeye-the-weatherman/

This shows the dry seasons were times of high tonnage transport, the wet season cut the traffic dramatically 

https://geographicalimaginations.com/2012/11/12/popeye-the-weatherman/




A  History   



https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/French_Indochina

Map to the right shows when the French 

colonized Indochina in phases, over time.

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/French_Indochina


https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/French_Indochina

Tonkin

Annam

Cochin China

Siam

Laos

Cambodia

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/French_Indochina


Vietnam confronts Eisenhower

Great consternation within the Eisenhower Administration arose: What to do about the 

Communist North Vietnamese attacks on the French Garrison at Dien Bien Phu?

USAF Gen Nathan Twining, and later Admiral Arthur Radford  wanted to use nuclear 

weapons to help the French at Dien Bien Phu.

Both Eisenhower and Secretary of State John Foster Dulles pressed the British,  other 

allies, for a joint military operation. 

Prime Minister Winston Churchill and Foreign Secretary Anthony Eden refused.

Senate Majority Leader Lyndon Johnson reportedly quashed Eisenhower’s request  

that US unmarked B-29s from the Philippines bomb the Viet Minh at Dien Bien Phu.



Vietnam confronts Eisenhower

Senate Majority Leader Johnson reportedly also refused an Eisenhower request to 

provide additional  support to the French cause at Dien Bien Phu.  

<In retrospect, 10 years later, a similar situation developed  and was approved, the 

Tonkin Gulf Resolution of August 1964, giving LBJ a blank check for years >



http://foreignlegion.info/wordpress/wp-content/uploads/dien-bien-phu/dien-bien-phu-vietnam-map.jpg

http://foreignlegion.info/wordpress/wp-content/uploads/dien-bien-phu/dien-bien-phu-vietnam-map.jpg


http://foreignlegion.info/battle-of-dien-bien-phu/

http://foreignlegion.info/battle-of-dien-bien-phu/


Planned  US Army support for the French at Dien Bien Phu:

My friend, Seale Doss, was with the 11th Airborne Division at Ft. Campbell Kentucky in 1954.

He was a First Lieutenant Paratroop Infantry Officer in the S-3 shop, Assistant S-3 (Air) in

the 511th Parachute Regiment.

His unit was alerted in April 1954,  and he began planning the Regiment’s  jump into Dien Bien Phu

to relieve the siege of the French by the Viet Minh.

One element of the plan was to use of C-124 Globemasters to fly from Guam direct to the jump

area, Dien Bien Phu, in what was North Vietnam.

They were planning to deploy when the mission was pulled.

Knowledge of this plan has been lost except to those who were in on its initial stages. 



https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Operation_Vulture

Operation Vulture

The French Lose the Battle of Dien Bien Phu, 7 May 1954

Operation Vulture (French: Opération Vautour) was the name of the 

proposed U.S. operation that would rescue French forces at the Battle 

of Dien Bien Phu in 1954 via B-29 raids based in the Philippines. The 

French garrison had been surrounded by the Viet Minh during the First 

Indochina War. With the British government refusing to give their 

support (something that Eisenhower required for the operation to 

proceed), the plan was cancelled and as a result the French Army 

organised Operation Condor, an attempt to weaken the Viet Minh 

artillery's assaults against the besieged French Union garrison. 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Operation_Vulture


https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/1954_Geneva_Conference

21 July 1954:

Partition of French Indochina resulted from 

the Geneva Conference. 

Three successor states were created: the 

Kingdom of Cambodia, the Kingdom of 

Laos and the Democratic Republic of 

Vietnam, the state led by Ho Chi Minh and 

the Viet Minh. 

The State of Vietnam was reduced to the 

southern part of Vietnam. The division of 

Vietnam was intended to be temporary, with 

elections planned for in 1956 to reunify the 

country.

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/1954_Geneva_Conference


https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/1954_Geneva_Conference

Provisions,  Geneva Conference of 1954

Accords, made public on 21 July 1954, detailed following terms for Vietnam:

• "provisional military demarcation line"  roughly along the 17th Parallel

• both parties' forces to be regrouped on either side of said Parallel after 

withdrawal

• 3-mile-wide demilitarized zone on each side of the demarcation line

• French Union forces to regroup south, Viet Minh north of said line

• population free to move between both zones for three hundred days

• neither zone to join any military alliance or seek military reinforcement

• International Control Commission created to monitor ceasefire, jointly 

chaired by Canada, Poland and India

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/1954_Geneva_Conference


North Vietnamese and Pathet Lao security forces took several villages in Tchepone

District near the Demilitarized Zone (DMZ) between North Vietnam and South 

Vietnam in December 1958.

North Vietnam’s Group 959, headquartered at Na Kai, just inside the Houaphan

border, began operating in September 1959. Its mission was "serving as specialists 

for the Military Commission and Supreme Command of the Lao People's Liberation 

Army and organizing the supplying of Vietnamese matériel to the Laotian revolution 

and directly commanding the Vietnamese volunteer units operating in Sam Neua, 

Xiangkhouang, and Vientiane." 

These actions were in violation of the obligation Ho Chi Minh's government 

had assumed as a participant in the 1954 Geneva Conference to refrain from 

any interference in the internal affairs of Laos.

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/North_Vietnamese_invasion_of_Laos

North Vietnam invades Laos 1958 - 1959

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/North_Vietnamese_invasion_of_Laos


The Vietnamese <Communist> party's strategy was… with regard to South 

Vietnam… a role for the Laos Peoples Party  that was supportive of North 

Vietnam, in addition to the LPP's role as leader of the revolution in Laos. 

Hanoi's southern strategy opened the first tracks through the rugged 

terrain of Xépôn district in mid-1959 of what was to become the Ho 

Chi Minh Trail.



https://history.state.gov/milestones/1961-1968/laos-crisis

https://history.state.gov/milestones/1961-1968/laos-crisis


Kennedy faced a choice between two unpromising strategies: pursue a military 

solution, very likely demanding a unilateral intervention by U.S. forces; or adapt 

a major shift in policy, seeking a cease-fire and a neutralization of Laos. He 

rejected the military option, though he encouraged an offensive by Phoumi

designed to strengthen his negotiating position. It failed abjectly. 

Kennedy opened his press conference on March 23, 1961, with an extended 

discussion of Laos, calling for an end to hostilities and negotiations leading to a 

neutralized and independent Laos. 

The Pathet Lao accepted the ceasefire offer on May 3. 

This delay gave the North Vietnamese Army (NVA) the time to conduct an 

offensive in southern Laos, capturing the crossroad village of Tchepone and the 

terrain necessary to extend the Ho Chi Minh Trail to the western side of the 

Annamite Mountains on the border between Laos and South Vietnam. 

https://history.state.gov/milestones/1961-1968/laos-crisis

Bob Comment: In reality, there was no military option; we had no allied help; Laos was a ‘bridge too far.” 

https://history.state.gov/milestones/1961-1968/laos-crisis


https://history.state.gov/milestones/1961-1968/laos-crisis

Laotian groups reached agreement on composition of the coalition government on 12 June 1962,  

…Geneva Conference… Declaration on the Neutrality of Laos on 23 July 1962 .

The Declaration on the Neutrality of Laos and its associated protocols… withdrawal of all

“foreign regular and irregular troops, foreign para-military formations and foreign military personnel” 

….supervision of the International Commission for Supervision and Control in Laos (ICC), 

… representatives of India, Poland, and Canada.

Agreements broke down quickly, with lasting consequences for Laos and its neighbors.

NVA conducted a symbolic withdrawal of 15 troops on August 27…on October 9 North Vietnam 

notified Laotian foreign ministry their troops…withdrawn in accordance with Geneva agreement. 

However, North Vietnam continued its advisory, logistics, and combat in support of the 

Pathet Lao in violation of the accords. 

The United States withdrew its military advisory teams in compliance with the Geneva agreement,

but in its aftermath responded to the North Vietnamese violation by supporting Meo and Thai forces, 

and by providing economic and military support to the Phouma government and its army. 

<Bob Comment: “ with ~6,000 troops remaining in Laos” >

https://history.state.gov/milestones/1961-1968/laos-crisis






Operation Rolling Thunder was the title of a gradual and 

sustained aerial bombardment campaign conducted by the 

United States (U.S.) 2nd Air Division (later Seventh Air Force), 

U.S. Navy, and Republic of Vietnam Air Force (RVNAF) against 

the Democratic Republic of Vietnam (North Vietnam) from 2 

March 1965 until 2 November 1968, during the Vietnam War. 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Operation_Rolling_Thunder

Rolling Thunder was ended just days before the 1968 Presidential Election

… when Nixon beat Humphrey

Bob Comment: Rolling Thunder failed because the President chose the targets and SECDEF McNamara refused

Military pleas to attack strategic targets in Hanoi and Haiphong to cripple North Vietnam’s logistics push into

South Vietnam.  “Sustained” is Wikipedia’s deception for deliberately not writing that LBJ was continually trying to

“send messages” with his “bombing pauses,” playing politics with the military.

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Operation_Rolling_Thunder


Disclosure (of the secret war in Laos)

Soon after the Nixon Administration took office in 1969, the secret war 

in Laos—which had been under way for the past four years—became a 

political issue.

That summer, the Senate Foreign Relations Subcommittee on US Security 

Agreements and Commitments Abroad began hearings. By the end of the 

year, a growing list of Senators was complaining about Administration 

secrecy in Laos, and national newspapers had joined the fray.

“This was the culmination of a campaign extending over many months in the 

Senate and in the media to get at the ‘truth’ in Laos,” said Henry Kissinger in 

1979. “The issue was not to obtain the facts—they were widely known—but to 

induce the government to confirm them publicly, which was quite a different 

matter.”

US involvement in Laos was publicly acknowledged for the first time in a 

statement by President Nixon on March 6, 1970.

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Operation_Rolling_Thunder

I’m pretty sure that

President Nixon said the US

was “conducting armed

reconnaissance and taking

other actions in Laos,” in 1969

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Operation_Rolling_Thunder


“The ground war <in Laos>  waxed and waned with the weather.   

During the annual dry season, from September to May, the Pathet 

Lao advanced. When the wet season came, the monsoon rains 

turned the roads to mud. The advantage shifted to the weaker 

government forces, which had the advantage of air support and 

mobility. 

Neither side was strong enough to decisively defeat the other.”
https://www.airforcemag.com/article/0806roll/

Barrel Roll
By John T. Correll, Air Force Magazine

Aug. 1, 2006

In early 1961, the hot spot of leading concern in Southeast Asia was not Vietnam but Laos.

https://www.airforcemag.com/article/0806roll/


Rolling Thunder ended

2 Nov 1968.

Our 388th NVN missions

were only in Route Pack I.

Pathet Lao stronghold





http://overedicated.blogspot.com/2012/12/ashcan-01.html

http://overedicated.blogspot.com/2012/12/ashcan-01.html


Dry Season in the Mu Gia Pass. Look at the bomb craters!



Wet Season along the Ho Chi Minh Trail.  The trucks are carrying tree limbs for camouflage.



Climatology and the Monsoons



http://www.wrh.noaa.gov/twc/monsoon/monsoon_whatis.pdf

Classic definition of “monsoon”  from Arabic, meaning “season,” or 

“seasonal wind”  at the surface.

WINTER : Cold High Pressure over Asia            SUMMER: Land Heating => Low pressure over Asia:

http://www.wrh.noaa.gov/twc/monsoon/monsoon_whatis.pdf


in the upper air.



Top: Winter Monsoon.

Huge High Pressure over Asia

Called the Northeast Monsoon

in Vietnam, winds from the 

Northeast.

Bottom: Summer Monsoon

Low and heat Low over Asia

Called the Southwest Monsoon

in Vietnam, because winds are

from the Southwest.

Surface Circulation Patterns in Southeast Asia





https://dronefest.cc/product/air-america-udorn-thailand

Udorn Thailand during

the Northeast Monsoon.

Slash-and-burn Agriculture

dominates rural areas.

Previous year’s crops

are cut, allowed to dry,

then burned, “poor man’s

fertilizer.”

Smoke accumulates

under sustained high

pressure.

There is no precipitation

to scrub the smoke and dust

It is like flying in chocolate

milk.

https://dronefest.cc/product/air-america-udorn-thailand




Note the pronounced wet season, May through September, the southwest monsoon.



Hottest temperatures are in April, before the winds shift and bring moisture-laden air from the Gulf of Thailand



http://www.hanoi.climatemps.com/graph.php In Hanoi, the hottest temperatures are in June

http://www.hanoi.climatemps.com/graph.php




Both have a summer warm and wet season. We have a “winter wet” season, but this does not happen in Laos





Cloud Physics and Cloud Seeding



Observations in the atmosphere and in the laboratory show cloud water 

droplets remain unfrozen at temperatures well below freezing, down to

-40 Degrees in clean air.

….called supercooled droplets

The phrase “supercooled liquid water” coined to refer to the presence of 

such water droplets in a cloud. 

For water droplets to freeze at temperatures between 30.2F (-1C) and -

38.2F (-39C) they must contact a foreign particle to cause freezing 

These particles are called freezing nuclei. 

Cloud Physics Basics



Cloud Physics - Freezing Nuclei

Snowflakes have hexagonal crystal form.

Aerosols of hexagonal crystal form become freezing nuclei and help convert 

supercooled water droplets and drops into snowflakes.

Silver Iodide has a hexagonal crystal form, and so is an effective nucleus to initiate 

freezing of supercooled droplets into snowflakes.

“Smokes” of silver iodide contain millions of silver iodide crystals, which, when 

introduced into supercooled droplet clouds, become freezing nuclei. 

Our WC-130As and RF-4Cs flew directly into towering cumulus clouds and ejected

flares spewing Silver Iodide smoke directly into the cloud towers. 



https://www.britannica.com/science/latent-heat

Melting Ice Cubes

Ice cubes melting as heat is  added…during melting, the ice absorbs latent heat, which    

changes the state of the water from ice to liquid water. 

While the ice is absorbing latent heat, its temperature does not change from 0C

https://www.britannica.com/science/latent-heat


As the temperature increases, these motions become increasingly violent 

until, at the melting point, the attractive forces are no longer sufficient to 

maintain the stability of the crystal lattice. 

However, additional heat (the latent heat of fusion) must be added (at 

constant temperature) in order to accomplish the transition to the even 

more-disordered liquid state, in which the individual particles are no longer 

held in fixed lattice positions but are free to move about through the liquid.

Latent heat arises from the work required to overcome     

the forces that hold atoms or molecules in a material 

together.  The regular structure of a crystalline solid is 

maintained by forces of attraction among its individual 

atoms, which oscillate slightly about their average 

positions in the crystal lattice. 

Latent Heat



Latent Heat of Fusion (adapted from Britannica)

Melting of this mass of  solid requires the addition (to the ice phase of this water 

substance) of a characteristic amount of heat, the latent heat of fusion (to melt the 

ice or snow).  For water, this latent heat is about 80 calories per gram of water. 

In the reverse process, the freezing of the liquid (supercooled water droplets) to form 

the solid, the same quantity of heat is given off by the forming snow crystals.

In the atmosphere, the vapor pressure difference between water

droplets and nascent snow crystals gives impetus to rapid snow crystal 

growth.  Snow grows rapidly at the expense of supercooled droplets,

giving off the latent heat of fusion and adding buoyancy to the clouds.

When snow forms, this heat gives buoyancy to the clouds.



Sidebar on Supercooled Liquid Water—Icing formation on Aircraft  



Applied Cloud Physics-- Aircraft Icing

As air rises, it cools dry adiabatically…losing  the ability to keep water in the vapor phase… water 

vapor in the air cools also….and condenses into supercooled droplets in the rising air.

Depending on the “synoptic” weather conditions, the rising air might be widespread, with 

widespread cloudiness, and large numbers of supercooled droplets.

Aircraft flying in such conditions will encounter inlet icing, airframe icing, and propeller icing.

If there are no or insufficient anti-icing equipment, the pilot must promptly get the aircraft out of 

this situation or risk losing control of the aircraft 









End Sidebar on aircraft icing   



History of Cloud Seeding…and it’s use in the Vietnam War



History of Cloud Seeding…and it’s use in the Vietnam War 

Cloud Seeding--Wild Speculation Phase 1946-1958

--Serious Science Phase 1958-1980

Dep’t of Commerce and DOD cooperate in developing operational cloud seeding

which culminates in numerous STORMFURY successes by 1965 

Cloud Seeding in Vietnam approved by LBJ after Rolling Thunder disappointments

Operation Popeye Risk Reduction experiment, Philippines? Laos?  1966

Operation Compatriot/Intermediary 1967-1972 Ho Chi Minh Trail 

Compromised in Jack Anderson Column 1971

Seymour Hersh New York Times 4 July 1972

“Outrage” in the Press/Senate; Senate hearings 1972

Story remains muddled even today (Gizmodo, Wikipedia)  



Cloud Seeding History beginning in 1946

Graphics from:

https://weathermodificationhistory.com/newspapers/

Cloud Seeding History from Newspapers

https://weathermodificationhistory.com/newspapers/


1946-1958: Period of Wild Speculation and Sensationalism

Even later, the speculation continued and was un-skeptically

reported upon.

Charlatans abounded. 

Public became skeptical.



One hot and humid 14 July 1946, Vincent J. Schaefer wanted to try 

a few experiments at GE's Schenectady Research Lab

He was dismayed to find that the deep freezer was not cold enough 

to produce a "cloud" using breath air. 

He decided to move the process along by adding a chunk of dry ice  

to lower the temperature of his experimental chamber. 

To his astonishment, as soon as he breathed into the deep freezer, 

he noted a bluish haze, followed by an eye-popping display of 

millions of microscopic ice crystals, reflecting the strong light rays 

from the lamp illuminating a cross-section of the chamber. 

He instantly realized that he had discovered a way to change super-

cooled water into ice crystals. The experiment was easily replicated, 

and he explored the temperature to establish the −40 °C limit for 

liquid water.

Dr Irving Langmuir 

Vincent J Schaefer



The first attempt to modify natural clouds in the 

field through "cloud seeding" began during a 

flight that began in upstate New York on 13 

November 1946. 

Schaefer was able to cause snow to fall near 

Mount Greylock in western Massachusetts, after 

he dumped six pounds of dry ice into the target 

cloud from a plane after a 60-mile easterly chase 

from the Schenectady County Airport.



1950--

Wild Speculation and

Sensationalism of the time



1950--

Wild Speculation and 

Sensationalism

…that surface silver-iodide

generator cloud drift can be 

targeted to reach supercooled 

towering cumulus clouds.

That cloud seeding can 

convert Chihuahuan and 

Sonoran Deserts to “rich 

crop-growing areas.”



29 March 1950

No idea who the Rainmakers

were.

But they bragged before they

knew what they were doing

…and ended up looking silly!



1954. Wild Speculation and Sensationalism 

“…cause torrents of rain over Russia….”

“…cause destructive droughts which would

dry up food crops by “overseeding”

these same clouds.”

“increase precipitation almost at will, using

favorable situations”

“Stuff Happens” when they don’t

understand “The Science.” 

USWB’s Wexler:

“…if rainfall increases claimed by 

commercial rain-making firms were real, 

“they would stand out like a sore thumb --

and as such have not been revealed…”



Jan 1955

NMIMT President Dr. Workman was involved in cloud  seeding and cloud electrification research

“Import rain for Texas from Mexico’s Yucatan”

January 1955



Hurricane, not

Tornado

Later data shows

this not to be the

case.

This is wild speculation



LIFE 1964 story talks both about possible “hurricane

control”  and “inexplicable variations in hurricane

wind speeds.”



Some of this is pretty wild,

as seen 56 years later.

Smagorinsky headed GFDL

“Controlling the Weather”

Computer simulations and

forecasts accurate, “to

within a tiny degree”

This was during the ongoing

cooling, since 1940…

“laying down carbon soot…

to expedite melting  (of Polar

Ice)

“Diverting the Gulf Stream,”

“explosion of hundreds of nuclear

devices”  in Florida Strait.

Computers used to assess 

inadvertent climate modification

from addition of CO2 



1965: Exaggerated claim by Dr Charles Hosler, Dean of Penn State’s College of Earth and Mineral Sciences



After the sensationalism, more moderate views, 1958-1980

Serious work uncovered conditions where reliable seeding could work

March 1958 CIA survey showed DOD,  USWB, National Science Foundation…

”(the) present known capabilities for ‘controlling the  weather’ are quite modest.”

“…fundamental knowledge is seriously lacking over almost all areas of cloud 

physics and meteorology related to weather control.”

“Production of precipitation by seeding requires specific conditions”

Next graphic shows  the declassified CIA document



I became aware of this work unit in 1966.    In 1969, it became part of the

Army Atmospheric Sciences Lab, WSMR, where I worked 1984-2001.



Catchy Headline….1964

Describes USWB – Navy work on

Project Stormfury.

Seeding Hurricanes with 

Silver Iodide. 

Dr Robert Simpson and 

Dr Joanne Malkus, who would

soon become Dr Joanne Simpson



1966 Puff piece on Dr Simpson, but no wild

speculation.

Her collaborators were from VW-4, Flying

WC-121N Super Constellations.

Navy Heavy Weather Recon Squadron FOUR

out of Navy Jacksonville.

In 1966 VW-1 was flying out of NAS Agana, Guam,

also flying WC-121N Super Constellations.

Navy Heavy Weather Recon Squadron ONE.

This is when I was stationed at Andersen AFB Guam



July 1966.

Dr Joanne Simpson…directing

STORMFURY:

Better understanding of hurricanes

Let’s investigate modifying them.

Task Force Aircraft  consist of 

Navy WC-121Ns

ESSA DC-6

Navy A3B Skywarrior (seeder)



Pioneering work of Dr. Joanne Simpson brought nine years of leadership into this subject 

area, 1965-1974.

Started earlier with a 1958 study with Riehl, where they developed the “Hot Tower hypothesis” to account for 

enough moist static energy aloft found in measurements.  The Hot Towers were thunderstorms.

These efforts were helped enormously by Dr Robert White, Director of the US Weather Bureau.

Partial list of Dr Simpson’s  publications,  part of her life-long interest in tropical clouds:

“Photographic and Radar Study of the 5 Aug 1965 STORMFURY Seeded Cloud.” Jour Applied Met, Feb 

1967 Concept of “dynamic seeding:” rapidly releasing the latent heat of fusion by AgI seeding at -10C level

“An Airborne Pyrotechnic Cloud Seeding System and its Use” Journal of Applied Meteorology, Feb 1970: 

14 seeded clouds; 13 grew explosively. Seeded clouds grew 11,400 ft higher than control clouds. 

Statistically significant rainfall increases. 

“Precipitation Results of Two Random Pyrotechnic Cumulus Seeding Experiments,” Journal Applied 

Meteorology, Jun 1971: 1968 and 1970: Seeding results in >300% increase in precipitation, >6200 ft higher 

clouds; statistically significant



Dr Joanne Simpson of the ESSA Experimental Lab worked with Industry <Olin Matheson and Atlantic Research

Corporation>  also Dr Pierre St Amand of China Lake Naval Ordnance Test Station to develop, test and 

manufacture flares which could be launched from A3B, B-57, DC-6, WC-121, and WC-130 aircraft.  

Article showed in an unclassified setting that cloud seeding had been researched and made operational. 



Testing the Silver Iodide Flares in Florida

Time exposures were used to test both the 

Atlantic Research Corporation flares, Above, left

and the Olin Matheson flares, right.

Simpson, Joanne, et al., “An Airborne Pyrotechnic Cloud 

Seeding System and its Use” Journal of Applied 

Meteorology, Feb 1970, pp. 109-122. 



Test area, right, and results, above.

Simpson and her colleagues

had isolated the conditions when

cloud seeding was effective.

“Thirteen of the fourteen seeded

clouds underwent explosive 

growth”





Photogrammetric top

Radar return top.

Seeded cloud, Western tower





Warm core is from the release of latent heat of fusion, as snow grows at the expense of supercooled droplets.



Seeded West Tower grew to 36,000 ft MSL







“Cloud seeding unit mounted to the side of a WC-130A Hercules via Historic Wings.”

https://paleofuture.gizmodo.com/the-secret-weather-manipulation-program-of-the-vietnam-1689249533

https://paleofuture.gizmodo.com/the-secret-weather-manipulation-program-of-the-vietnam-1689249533


Timeline around my direct involvement

Popeye, Philippines? 1966:  Risk Reduction phase. (Ken Kaiser)   

State Dept reports area west of Bolevans Plateau, Laos

Compatriot/Intermediary flew from 1967-1972

WC-130As (and RF-4Cs) out of Udorn RTAFB

TOP SECRET SPECAT LIMDIS NOFORN EYES ONLY

Assigned Tan Son Nhut AB, Vietnam, SWOAT, June 1969-Feb 1970

TDY to Udorn AB at least three separate occasions.

I flew with the aircrews, probably seven missions. 



My in-flight observations on seeding  missions:

Once we seeded a narrow towering cumulus cloud. 

The latent heat was released, but the acceleration entrained dry 

air from the side of the cloud. 

It dissipated. 

Obvious: we killed it.

This matches the “K-parameter” for computer modeling, the 

1/cloud radius in meters parameter, it means that seeding works 

when the cloud towers are “fat clouds;” conversely.



ftp://ftp.library.noaa.gov/noaa_documents.lib/NOAA_historic_documents/ESSA/ESSA_ERLTM_AOML/TM_AOML_10.pdf

Woodley, W. L., et al, Some Results of Single Cloud Pyrotechnic Seeding in Florida, 1970, NOAA Technical

Memorandum ERLTM-AOML  10. US Department of Commerce, NOAA, Environmental Research Laboratories

Fig 17C Cloud 27 T+27 minutes.  P 62

Cutoff Tower Growth

This is what NOAA published.  They called it “Cutoff Tower Growth:”   

ftp://ftp.library.noaa.gov/noaa_documents.lib/NOAA_historic_documents/ESSA/ESSA_ERLTM_AOML/TM_AOML_10.pdf


On numerous occasions, when the area was working nicely, we could “hit” one 

cumulus, and hit another one, then come back to the first one to see whether hitting it 

again would result in more cloud growth. 

We could be hitting three clouds over a 15-minute period to achieve excellent cloud 

growth over an extended area, and we could see the results in copious rainfall 

emerging from the cloud base, which further aided our decisions on the seeding 

sequence.

It was not unusual for us to encourage two seeded growing clouds to join, a “merger” 

which became a larger two-cell, even a multi-cellular complex

My in-flight observations on cloud seeding  missions:  



More in-flight observations from those missions:

One “good” day, we were busy working a good number of clouds over the Ho Chi Minh Trail of 

Laos; we were east of Nakon Phanom RTAFB, Thailand, and west of the Mu Gia Pass.  

The clouds were working so well that we had four pairs of clouds we were working in a group,  

then found another two pairs, each of which became a two-cell merged complex, and repeated. 

After working these second two pairs, we turned, and, looking back where we had started, 

the sky was black with a Mesoscale Convective Complex, MCC, of heavy rain. 

There is no doubt in my mind that we created that MCC where none would have existed, 

because an inversion about 22,000 ft MSL was inhibiting convection. But by adding the latent 

heat by flying directly into the towering cumulus and seeding them directly, we had converted 

the supercooled droplets to ice.

We liberated the latent heat of fusion within those supercooled clouds, we caused cloud 

buoyancy in the complex to punch through that inversion, and merge with the other towering 

cumulus clouds we were working.



More of my observations, after flying those missions:

After I returned to Tan Son Nhut, in my APO mail, there was an 

article in the Journal of Applied Meteorology written by Dr. Joanne 

Simpson, saying that she and her NOAA group found similar 

results, creating Mesoscale Convection Complexes from their 

cloud seeding operations in Florida.  

It made perfect sense, seeding supercooled droplets in towering 

cumulus clouds over a peninsula on the southeast side of a large 

continent in the warm season; the analog is almost perfect. 



Below is a paragraph extract, a screen capture from a 31 May 1972 Comptroller 

General letter report to Senator Schweiker, from the GAO, which specifically 

addresses this phenomenon: 



I am sure, almost positive, that this part of the letter report to Senator Schweiker was 

derived from the cloud seeding experiences of Joanne Simpson and her group, part of 

NOAA’s National Cumulus Modification Project. 

Simpson’s colleague, William L Woodley, in NOAA’s Technical Memorandum ERLTM-

AOML 10, “Some Results of Single Cloud Pyrotechnic Seeding in Florida, 1970,” p 70,

, “…on fair days, the rainfall increases due to seeding are in the range of 350-400 

acre-ft, or on the order of 400 percent of the unseeded clouds’ precipitation. The 

differences are significant at the 0.5 percent level.”

and p 81, 

“We believe that with the 1970 experiment the growth and rainfall aspects of 

individual Florida cumulus clouds have been fairly conclusively established.  Conditions 

have been specified quantitatively under which it is possible to greatly enhance vertical 
growth, consequently producing precipitation of more than 100 per cent or several 

hundred acre-feet.“     <underlining, and bolding emphasis added>



Project was leaked to the press. Press story was accurate. 

Details of US, specifically the USAF, Weather Modification efforts in the Vietnam War  

including the code-word names, were revealed.

18 March 1971 Jack Anderson Column, Washington Post

4 July 1972 Seymour Hersh Column, New York Times

Proverbial crap hit the fan. 

There was outrage, some appears feigned to me, in the Senate, and in the press. 

Some of this was political posturing on the part of the Senate Democrats.

Eventually, this led to us signing a treaty that we would not modify the environment for

military purposes.



Inducement of 

Earthquakes!



Weather Modification Alarmism     



Really stupid.!    Senator

Pell could NOT have passed

even high school physics. 

Using a satellite to drop

“rain seed” throughout the

entire Mississippi River Basin?

Use rockets to stir huge

cyclones and tornadoes across

the US?

<You don’t “drop” stuff from

satellites>

It requires a “de-orbit burn,” 

firing  propellants!

Rockets don’t cause 

cyclones and tornadoes, it’s 

the temperature difference 

between equator and pole.



1973 Fearmongering by Sen. Claiborne Pell, D-RI:

“Before its too late!” Tipping point!

Stimulation of Earthquakes….

Controlling of Ocean Currents

“Creation of Tidal Waves!”

“may have created a part in the (1971) floods

that devastated the dikes ricelands of North Vietnam.”

Bob Comment:

There were devastating floods in the Red River Valley

of North Vietnam in 1971.

But flooding is very common in these rice fields.

The dikes are up to 2700 years old.

But the US was seeding in the Ho Chi Trail, on the 

other side of the Annam Mountain Chain!



This is very ill-informed.

The rainfall that crippled railways

and highways and crippled electrical

generating capacity in North Vietnam

was in the Red River Valley

Rainfall from Compatriot/Intermediary

was over the Ho Chi Minh Trail

in Laos, not in the area north of 

Hanoi, North Vietnam.

The Ho Chi Minh trail was not and was

never in North Vietnam.



Using national security to lie for political

advantage is not new. 

Point in case:

Nixon’s Secret War in Cambodia!

Daniel Schorr whined about it for years

when he was on NPR.

Conveniently omits the fact

that we were sending ARC LIGHT B-52

strikes into Cambodia on a daily basis

from when I arrived on Guam on 8 Sept

1966, until I redeployed in Feb 1967!

LBJ was the President who escalated

our involvement in Vietnam, and was

President when I deployed with my

B-52 unit to Guam.

Laird: Cloud Seeding in

North Vietnam

During the Johnson 

Administration!





Sidebar on IGLOO WHITE Sensors, aircraft relay to Task Force Alpha







IGLOO WHITE ORBIT AREAS

https://www.westin553.net/batcatPDF/iglooWhite_1971_a485194-ch3_to_ch6_Apx.pdf

https://www.westin553.net/batcatPDF/iglooWhite_1971_a485194-ch3_to_ch6_Apx.pdf






https://www.vietnamwar50th.com/

assets/1/7/VW50th_SensorTech_12-3-19.pdf

https://www.vietnamwar50th.com/assets/1/7/VW50th_SensorTech_12-3-19.pdf
https://www.vietnamwar50th.com/assets/1/7/VW50th_SensorTech_12-3-19.pdf


Combat Information Monitor, CIM, aboard an EC-121R Super

Constellation of the 553d Reconnaissance Wing, Korat AB,

Thailand.



Climate change and Human Climate Modification stories



In 1966 Reid Bryson noted that

as <CO2> increases dramatically,

the temperature has been falling…

for at least 15 years.



This is in 1974, near the coldest in the post-1940

cooling period.

1974 had several severe tornado outbreaks 

including the tornado that struck Xenia Ohio.

1974 also was when Arctic Ice was at a maximum.

This is when many seal pups were unable to 

breathe through polynyas in the ice.

As a result,  Polar Bear Cubs, which feed on

seal pups,  died by the thousands!

That’s right, the data show that it is extreme

cold and ice that kills Polar Bear Cubs, and 

reduces Polar Bear populations.



9 June 1972 

Rapid City Flood



https://www.newscenter1.tv/rapid-city-man-says-1972-flood-was-not-caused-by-cloud-seeding-study/

RAPID CITY, S.D. — A day many will never forget in Rapid 

City – 48 years ago. Rapid City saw life change in an instant 

as flood waters rushed through town, devastating homes, 

businesses, and lives.

At the time, NewsCenter1’s Chief Meteorologist Bob Riggio 

was a graduate student at the South Dakota School of Mines 

and Technology. One of his advisors was Dr. Arnett Dennis, 

who was working on a research study called “Project Cloud 

Catcher.” The focus of the study was looking at seeding 

clouds to hasten the onset of rainfall from a particular cloud. 

The project drew questions nationwide about the cloud 

seeding connection to the 1972 flood.

Months ago, Dennis sat down with us to recount his day on 

June 9th, 1972 and say why he says the two events were not 

related.

South Dakota Governor Richard Kneip called 

for a three-person panel to investigate and 

answer the question, “Did cloud seeding cause 

the flood?”

“They said if there had been no cloud seeding, 

the flood would have been the same,” said 

Dennis.

Dennis said some people chose to not believe 

the panel and said there was no way to prove 

that cloud seeding did not cause the flood. In 

response, Dennis asked those people to 

provide a hypothesis to show how seeding 

could have caused the flood.

“Never got an answer,” said Dennis. “The salt 

seeding we did not increase the amount of 

condensed water, it just changed the size 

distribution of the cloud droplets a little bit.”

https://www.newscenter1.tv/rapid-city-man-says-1972-flood-was-not-caused-by-cloud-seeding-study/


https://www.newscenter1.tv/rapid-city-man-says-1972-flood-was-not-caused-by-cloud-seeding-study/

He adds, the clouds seeded on June 9 did not rain out 

over Pactola Reservoir or Rapid Creek.

A lawsuit filed in 1975 claimed the cloud seeding project 

was dangerous and done recklessly. The attempt to set a 

legal precedent connecting the flood and project failed 

on legal grounds in the 8th Circuit Court of Appeals 

less than a decade later. 

The “issue of causation of the flood was never argued and 

decided in court.”

Years later, Dennis says some people still believe Project 

Cloud Catcher and the 1972 flood are related but 48 years 

later, nothing has been proven one way or the other.

“We had winds aloft up to 70 miles per hour 

from the southeast over the southern part of 

our area,” said Dennis. “The 70 mph winds was 

something unheard of.”

They decided to take to the skies with sights set 

to seed near a shower in the northern Black 

Hills.

“A test case, as we called it, on some little 

showers up in the northwest of us near Sturgis 

but they did their thing and moved on,” said 

Dennis.

Nothing remarkable came from that shower. A 

second flight that same day led a crew just east 

of Fairburn.

“Around 5:30 p.m., the cloud was almost into 

Fairburn and then as the cloud group came over 

the first of the rising ground in the Black Hills, it 

just intensified a lot,” said Dennis. “Strongest one 

we had ever seen in Project Cloud Catcher.”

https://www.newscenter1.tv/rapid-city-man-says-1972-flood-was-not-caused-by-cloud-seeding-study/


Brief Sidebar: 

Ground-Based Dispensers:

Systems for Seeding Orographic Clouds to enhance 

wintertime storms’ snowfall

Anti-fog thermal systems

Cold Fog Dissipation Systems



Ground-based generators

Ft Lewis College is in Durango, Colorado

This started in the early 1970s, EG&G.



Cloud seeding of orographic clouds.

The Bureau of Reclamation, BOR, has used surface-based silver iodide facilities to enhance “orographic” clouds

--wintertime clouds over the Western Mountains of the USA.

BOR’s 1968 Project Cloudwater reported 54% increases in snowfall when stratiform clouds  were -12 to -20C,

at 500 mb, less increases (12%)  when 500 mb clouds were -21 to -23C and snowfall decreases when 500mb cloud

tops were colder than -24C. 

Same Cloudwater report showed that precipitation increases extended 100 miles downwind.

Same Cloudwater report showed study in Australia with Project Whitetop with similar increases in downwind

precipitation, and, based on radar studies, echo intensity increased, decreased some, and then increased again.

This suggests that cloud seeding activities do not result in extensive downwind precipitation deficits from cloud 

seeding. 

Kahan, Archie, “A PROGRESS REPORT ON PROJECT SKYWATER,THE BUREAU OF RECLAMATION'S

ATMOSPHERIC WATER RESOURCES PROGRAM,” Las Vegas, Nevada, December 12·13, 1968. 



The French used hydrocarbon burners

for a number of years to clear fog from

airport runways.



This is “cold fog dissipation.”

Supercooled droplets

at the surface can be seeded,

and the snow crystals form.

Water is removed when 

the snow crystals precipitate

out of the fog.

Can be done with Silver Iodide

and propane. 





End Sidebar on Ground-Based Systems.



Puzzlements after doing the research



State Department memo recommends pursuing cloud seeding in 1967
https://history.state.gov/historicaldocuments/frus1964-68v28/d24

Washington, 13 January 1967.

These are claims from the State Department document:

“(a) 82% of the clouds seeded produced rain within a brief period after seeding—a 

percentage appreciably higher than normal expectation in the absence of seeding.

(b) The amount of rainfall induced ….rendering vehicular routes in this area inoperable. 

Since the end of the rainy season, the communists have failed to undertake route repairs 

and there has been no vehicular traffic.

(c) In one instance, the rainfall continued as the cloud moved eastward across the 

Vietnam border and inundated a U.S. Special Forces camp with nine inches of rain in 

four hours.

(d) DOD scientists…demonstrated a capacity to raise and maintain rainfall under 

controlled conditions …the land is saturated over a sustained period, slowing movement 

on foot and rendering the operation of vehicles impracticable.   <Edited for clarity, emphasis> 

https://history.state.gov/historicaldocuments/frus1964-68v28/d274


State Department memo recommends pursuing cloud seeding in 1967
https://history.state.gov/historicaldocuments/frus1964-68v28/d24

Washington, 13 January 1967.

“The objective of the program is to produce sufficient rainfall along these lines of communication to 

interdict or at least interfere with truck traffic between North and South Vietnam.

Recently improved cloud seeding techniques would be applied on a sustained basis, in a non-publicized

effort to induce continued rainfall through the months of the normal dry season. “  (!)  Bob edit.

The target areas in Laos, by contrast, are characterized by relatively low population density, but the

proposed program would drastically change the weather patterns over the next few months—creating

to some extent rainy season conditions during normal dry weather periods.

Secondly, the possibility of a US seeding aircraft being downed cannot be discounted. 

Thirdly, there is virtually no aspect of military operations in Southeast Asia which has not over time

become the subject of leaks or at least of speculation in the press.

https://history.state.gov/historicaldocuments/frus1964-68v28/d274


State Department memo recommends pursuing cloud seeding in 1967
https://history.state.gov/historicaldocuments/frus1964-68v28/d24

Washington, 13 January 1967.

Outcome:

Kohler wrote the following note on the first page of the memorandum:

“I have serious doubts—may I discuss this with you.” 

According to a February 7 memorandum from Kohler to Unger, Rusk also had reservations and,

after consultations with Kohler, agreed to approve the operation “on a strictly experimental basis” 

in the five limited areas.

Rusk wished to be kept informed of the progress of the project and wanted it to be understood that

his approval was not a commitment to approve further steps in the project or broader application of it.

JCS recommended for this operation.

McNamara recommended against this operation.

It is my understanding that LBJ went ahead with the recommendation, “the highest authority approved.”

https://history.state.gov/historicaldocuments/frus1964-68v28/d274


After all these years, the literature is all over the place on details

Explicable, in part, by the TOP SECRET nature of the project when I was directly involved.

Declassified in 1974, couple of years after it was compromised in the press, after Senate hearings.

State said Popeye test missions were conducted in Laos.  USAF/SWOAT said it was Philippines.

State continued to use POPEYE.

Air Force called it COMPATRIOT/INTERMEDIARY

https://woodstockwhisperer.info/2018/07/20/vietnam-operation-popeye-weather-control/

- Offers a timeline with background of cold war enmity US vs USSR.

- “Although some claimed that [Operation Popeye] induced from 1 to 7 inches of additional rainfall

annually along the Ho Chi Minh Trail, no scientific data were collected to verify the claim. “

How to collect “scientific data,” when Ho Chi Minh trail of Laos was denied territory?

Lack of critical thinking skills by this author, and others.  No interviews with aircrews who flew.

https://woodstockwhisperer.info/2018/07/20/vietnam-operation-popeye-weather-control/


https://paleofuture.gizmodo.com/the-secret-weather-manipulation-program-of-the-vietnam-1689249533

Article by Matt Novak. 

One of his primary sources is a global warming alarmist.

Repeats this notion from Fleming, “Although some claimed that [Operation Popeye] 

induced from1 to 7 inches of additional rainfall annually along the Ho Chi Minh Trail, 

no scientific data were collected to verify the claim.”

Agrees with Fleming that there was “very little” success.

Nixon’s Secretary of Defense, Melvin Laird, testified at a Senate hearing on April 

18, 1972: 

“we have never engaged in that type of activity over Northern Vietnam." 

That was a baldfaced lie.”

https://paleofuture.gizmodo.com/the-secret-weather-manipulation-program-of-the-vietnam-1689249533


https://paleofuture.gizmodo.com/the-secret-weather-manipulation-program-of-the-vietnam-1689249533

Agrees with Fleming that there was “very little” success,  but then he shows this photo.

Photo taken during an Operation Popeye mission on 31 July 

1968 via the Air Weather Reconnaissance Association

This photo shows the success of

the mission, if you know how to read it.

The arrow points to an RF-4C of the

432d Tactical Fighter Wing, modified

to carry silver iodide flares.

This RF-4C was scrambled on

a day when cloud seeding conditions

were excellent, and the WC-130A

called STAGECOACH to 

scramble the RF-4C to augment

seeding and increase rainfall.

Executing this mission was the 

highest priority of the Udorn Command

Post

https://paleofuture.gizmodo.com/the-secret-weather-manipulation-program-of-the-vietnam-1689249533


https://paleofuture.gizmodo.com/the-secret-weather-manipulation-program-of-the-vietnam-1689249533

Agrees with Fleming that there was “very little” success.

Does not mention the successes of cloud seeding published by Dr. Joanne 

Simpson, William Woodley, and other authors claiming successes in Caribbean

and Florida, published in the Journal of Applied Meteorology, referenced here.

Does not understand that USAF aircrews and  Commanders executed this

mission enthusiastically. 

(above photo of RF-4C augmenting MOTORPOOL mission.)

Unaware of Technical Literature focused on statistical significance of positive

cloud seeding research published “in the peer-reviewed literature.”

Obviously has not read, 

“Weather Modification, a.k.a Cloud Seeding, a Technology Whose Time Has Come,” 

University of Arizona Water Resources Research Center, Spring 2010 Newsletter, 

https://wrrc.arizona.edu/awr/sp10/clouds

https://paleofuture.gizmodo.com/the-secret-weather-manipulation-program-of-the-vietnam-1689249533
https://wrrc.arizona.edu/awr/sp10/clouds


https://paleofuture.gizmodo.com/the-secret-weather-manipulation-program-of-the-vietnam-1689249533

“Nixon's secretary of Defense, Melvin Laird testified at a Senate hearing on April 

18, 1972 that, “we have never engaged in that type of activity over Northern 

Vietnam." That was a baldfaced lie.”

There was no seeding over North Vietnam during the Nixon Administration, when Laird was Defense Secretary

When I was on the project, there was no mention of seeding in other than the Ho Chi Minh Trail areas of Laos.

CAROLINA MOON, a C-130 mission to take out the Than Hoa Bridge, dropping pancake shaped floating 

munitions, resulted in the loss of an unarmed C-130 in May 1966. Flying C-130s in North Vietnam was 

dangerous!

Reade, http://p-3publications.com/PDF/TheUnrealizedHistoryofWeaponizedWeather2015.pdf p. 49

“Although some public record references suggest seeding flights were flown over 

North Vietnam, this is not exactly the case. In actuality, US DoD and Congressional 

(Popeye) records show that seeding flights into areas of North Vietnam only occurred 

for a few short weeks in 1967 and a 5-6 week period between September and early 

November 1968. Other than these very short periods in 1967-68, there are no other 

archival records or evidence that indicates Popeye ever flew over North Vietnam again.”

https://paleofuture.gizmodo.com/the-secret-weather-manipulation-program-of-the-vietnam-1689249533
http://p-3publications.com/PDF/TheUnrealizedHistoryofWeaponizedWeather2015.pdf


Meaconing over the Trail

…by North Vietnam



Successful meaconing can cause aircraft to be lured 

into "hot" (ambush-ready) landing zones or enemy 

airspace, ships to be diverted from their intended 

routes, bombers to expend ordnance on false 

targets, or ground stations to receive inaccurate 

bearings or position locations.

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Meaconing#:~:text=Meaconing%20is%20the%20interception%20and,stations%

20are%20given%20inaccurate%20bearings
.

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Meaconing#:~:text=Meaconing%20is%20the%20interception%20and,stations%20are%20given%20inaccurate%20bearings
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Meaconing#:~:text=Meaconing%20is%20the%20interception%20and,stations%20are%20given%20inaccurate%20bearings


Co-Pilot TACAN

display



During one of my cloud seeding missions…

Suddenly, the co-pilot and engineer both exclaimed, “TACAN! Break Lock!” and 

pointed to the TACAN displays on the instrument panel.

Sure enough, the arrows on both TACAN displays broke from pointing west, to 

Mukdahan, Thailand on the muddy Mekong, and were turning to the northeast, 

towards one of the air bases near Hanoi, maybe it was Gia Lam, maybe Kep. 

It was clear that the North Vietnamese were meaconing the airspace over Laos and 

hoping that a shot-up fighter or another aircrew in distress would follow the TACAN 

signal across Laos and into North Vietnam where it would promptly be attacked, 

and probably shot down.

A few minutes later a USAF F-100 was attacked by groundfire.  We heard the call 

on Guard that he’d ejected.  

In a steep turn, we could see the smoke and dust as his aircraft hit the ground, 

18,000 ft below us. 



Possible Lessons from Weather Modification Operations During the Vietnam War

Many, including, and especially, political leaders make unfounded, unscientific and wild    

extrapolations from the experimental data:

Senator Pell (D-RI): “Will lead to, “using a satellite to drop “rain seed” throughout the entire 

Mississippi River Basin.”

“Will lead to the use of “rockets to stir huge cyclones and tornadoes across the US.””

“may have created a part in the (1971) floods that devastated the dikes ricelands of North 

Vietnam.”

Federation of American Scientists: Cloud seeding will evolve into “inducement of earthquakes,

and other more terrible methods.”



Possible Lessons from Weather Modification Operations During the Vietnam War

Bob Comments: Underlined

“Will lead to, “using a satellite to drop “rain seed” throughout the entire Mississippi River Basin.”

Satellites don’t “drop stuff.” This requires a de-orbit burn, typically planned days ahead of time

“rockets to stir huge cyclones and tornadoes across the US.”

Cyclones, extratropical winter storms, draw their strength from the equator to pole temperature 

difference, not rockets. 

“may have created a part in the (1971) floods that devastated the dikes ricelands of North 

Vietnam.”

There were devastating floods in the Red River Valley of North Vietnam in 1971.

Flooding is very common in these rice fields, and the dikes are up to 2700 years old.

But the US was seeding in the Ho Chi Trail, on the other side of the Annam Mountain chain, in the

Mekong River drainage.
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